AbstractÐThis paper addresses the problem of efficient routing in unreliable multihop optical networks supported by Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM). We first define a new cost model for routing in (optical) WDM networks that is more general than the existing models. Our model takes into consideration not only the cost of wavelength access and conversion but also the delay for queuing signals arriving at different input channels that share the same output channel at the same node. We then propose a set of efficient algorithms in a reliable WDM network on the new cost model for each of the three most important communication patternsÐ multiple point-to-point routing, multicast, and multiple multicast. Finally, we show how to obtain a set of efficient algorithms in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty optical channels and wavelength conversion gates. Our strategy is to first enhance the physical paths constructed by the algorithms for reliable networks to ensure success of fault-tolerant routing, and then to route among the enhanced paths to establish a set of fault-free physical routes to complete the corresponding routing request for each of the communication patterns.
Multiple incoming signals cannot be routed on the same wavelength to the same output port at the same time.
WDM networks can in general be classified into two categories: switchless (also known as nonreconfigurable), in which the transmission from each node is broadcast to all nodes in the network and the desired signal is then extracted from all the signals at the receiver, and switched (also known as reconfigurable) in which signals on input ports at each node are routed to appropriate output ports directing to their destinations via a set of switches. Each of these networks can be further classified as either single-hop or multihop, according to whether wavelength conversion during the course of transmission is allowed or not. It has been shown that switchless networks suffer severe drawbacks and limitations, which make them difficult to use in wide area networks [1] , [29] . We hereafter shall refer to optical networks always as switched networks. There have been numerous WDM network architectures and protocols proposed in the literature.
In single-hop networks, data transmission between each pair of source and destination uses the same wavelength throughout the whole communication path and, therefore, no wavelength conversion which requires conversion of optical signal to and from electronic form is needed. For this reason, single-hop networks are often referred to as alloptical networks. In single-hop networks, since there is no overhead due to optic-electronic conversion, signals are transmitted throughout the path in all optical form, which allows a very high data transmission rate in these networks. A communication path established between a sourcedestination pair in single-hop networks is called lightpath [8] . Single-hop (all-optical) networks are, in most cases, not practically feasible. Because optical networks are usually large in sizeÐconnecting at least hundreds of nodesÐand the number of available wavelengths and tunability of optical transceivers at each node are limited, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to establish a lightpath between each pair of communicating nodes in an optical network. Therefore, a more realistic approach is to allow wavelength conversion at some intermediate nodes on the communication path between a pair of nodes. At each of these intermediate nodes, the signal is converted from optic form to electronic form and then retransmitted on another wavelength (converted again from electronic to optic). This results in multihop networks. In multihop networks, a communication path between a source-destination pair is called semilightpath [7] , which is obtained by establishing and chaining several lightpaths together, each undergoing an optic-electronic-optic conversion cycle.
As in electronic networks, a main research focus on WDM networks is the routing problem. Routing in a WDM network requires setting up a communication path between each pair of given nodes by chaining a set of optical channels together, with all channels on the path assigned a number of wavelengths (one wavelength) if the network is multihop (single-hop), and channels of different paths sharing the same optical link to have different wavelengths. In order to solve various application problems on a WDM network, mechanisms must be developed to handle not only point-to-point routing but also group (collective) communication involving transporting information from a group of nodes to another group of nodes in the network. A typical group communication is multicast that transports information from one source node to a set of destination nodes. A more general version of group communication is multiple multicast that contains more than one multicast group, each having its own source node and destination set [33] . If all the destination sets are identical, that is, messages from all sources are sent to the same set of destinations, the multiple multicast problem is also known as concurrent multicast [23] , and set-to-set broadcast [18] .
An important research topic on routing in WDM networks is to assign a minimal number of wavelengths for routing a given set of requests. This problem has been proven nontrivial even for the simplest network topologies like tree and ring [4] , [10] . Another important topic of perhaps more practical significance is to set up minimum cost paths for fastest routing for a set of requests when the number of available wavelengths in a network is fixed and given by the network. There is a considerable body of work devoted to routing in single-hop (all-optical) networks [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [10] , [28] , [30] , [31] , particularly in single-hop tree-like networks [11] , [14] , [17] , [25] . For routing in multihop networks, there has also been much work done recently [7] , [20] , [37] . Most of the above work is on pointto-point routing. On group communication, particularly multicast, research has become active recently [21] , [22] , [26] , [27] , [32] , [34] .
So far, most of the above work was done for reliable WDM networks. However, since WDM networks are usually larger and more complex than electronic networks, hardware faults may occur more frequently and in a greater variety than electronic networks. Two fundamental hardware faults are optical channel fault and wavelength conversion fault. Therefore, design of fault-tolerant routing mechanisms becomes not only theoretically important and challenging but also practically significant.
In this paper, we first propose a new cost model for routing in multihop WDM networks with limited wavelength conversion which is a general WDM network model and has already been adopted by various researchers in the literature [7] , [20] , [27] , [37] . Our cost model takes the following three types of cost into consideration simultaneously: channel cost for using the assigned wavelength on the link, wavelength conversion cost for converting an incoming wavelength to a different outgoing wavelength at a sending node, and queuing delay for queuing multiple incoming signals sharing the same output channel (wavelength) at the same node. We then focus on the problem of efficient communication in an unreliable multihop WDM network in which wavelength channels may be faulty. We present efficient algorithms for the following major communication patterns in both reliable and unreliable WDM networks on this new cost model: multiple point-to-point routing, multicast, and multiple multicast.
Our proposed cost model is more general than existing models, since the latter are special cases of our model. Considering only the channel cost, routing is the same as that in electronic networks with each physical link being replaced with multiple optical channels and hence all existing routing algorithms for electronic networks can be applied. In general, routing algorithms for single-hop WDM networks belong to this category. Considering both channel cost and wavelength conversion cost, which is necessary for routing in multihop WDM networks, the routing problem is more complex than that for electronic networks because in addition to setting multiple channels for each link, a manyto-many crossbar-like switch must be included in each node to realize all wavelength conversions. Routing algorithms of [7] , [20] , [27] , [37] are all along this line. Note that simply adding a node cost (degree) to the existing routing algorithms for electronic networks cannot make these algorithms directly applicable to multihop WDM networks, because converting different wavelengths at the same node may contribute to the routing cost with different costs. Moreover, in our model, allowing multiple incoming signals routed on the same wavelength to the same output port to share a common transmitter at a node through a queue makes a WDM network more scalable.
We would like to point out that queuing delay has been addressed implicitly in some recent work, for example [5] , [12] , mostly in the form of minimizing the degree at each node or maintaining the degree within the given constraint. To the best of our knowledge, we haven't seen any work reported on routing in WDM networks that considers all three cost factors. Moreover, most existing routing algorithms for WDM networks are not fault-tolerant in the sense that they cannot work correctly on an unreliable network. To our knowledge, little work has been reported on faulttolerant routing in WDM networks.
Like most existing work on routing in WDM networks, our algorithms are off-line in the sense that all communication requests are prespecified and do not change during the course of communication. They use virtual circuit switching to establish all paths before data transmission actually takes place, which uses packet switching. During data transmission, signal switching (scheduling) at each node ensures that each transmitter residing in the node is used to multiplex incoming signals from different channels to be relayed using their properly assigned output channel (wavelength).
THE OPTICAL MODEL AND COST STRUCTURE
Our optical model is the multihop WDM network with limited wavelength conversion, as stated in the previous section. For a network of n nodes using k wavelengths, a node v contains a set of n H input ports and n HH output ports. Each input port contains a dedicated electronic receiver with buffering capability for each incoming (signal) wavelength which converts the signal from optical to electronic, and each output port contains a dedicated laser transmitter for each outgoing wavelength that converts the signal from electronic to optical on that wavelength and transmits the optical signal. The traditional converter is composed of both a receiver at the input port and a transmitter at the output port. To handle the situation of simultaneous arrival of multiple incoming signals routed to the same optical channel (wavelength) in the same output port, we further assume that these signals are queued in a buffer (electronic) before they are sent to the corresponding transmitter at the output port one by one. There are n HH sets of buffers, where set i is dedicated to output port i and contains o i v buffers if there are o i v wavelengths available on output port i. Incoming signals are switched to the buffers through a cross-bar-like switch after the receivers. The switch is dynamically set according to the wavelength conversion cost from incoming wavelength to outgoing wavelength and the length of the queue on the outgoing wavelength for the purpose of minimizing the total waiting time of the signal at the output port. That is, signal with incoming wavelength ! i chooses outgoing wavelength ! j such that min j f v ! i Y ! j q j eg, where q j e is the length of queue j on channel (edge) e in the output port. Fig. 1 shows the procedure of wavelength conversion at a node.
Our model uses a combination of circuit switching to reserve each communication path for each entire session when it is established, and packet switching to physically transmit the messages in each buffer along these paths. Clearly, the above model introduces a natural queuing delay that is the time required for an incoming signal before its wavelength conversion to wait for its turn in the buffer. The value of this queuing delay depends on the strategy used for scheduling signals. For simple round-robin scheduling, it is the length of the queue, which is the number of input ports on that node in the worst case.
Let À f! I Y ! P Y F F F Y ! k g be the set of available wavelengths in a WDM network. A WDM network can be represented by a directed graph q Y iY À with j j n and jij m, where À fÀ eH Y À eI Y F F F Y À emÀI g, À e À is the set of wavelengths available at edge e P i with weY ! associated with wavelength ! as the cost required to access !. Converting a particular (incoming) wavelength (! i ) to another (outgoing) wavelength (! j ) at node v causes a fixed cost v ! i Y ! j for all available ! j on all outgoing edges, where v ! i Y ! i H indicates no wavelength conversion is incurred.
Let be a semilightpath connecting a pair of nodes in the network to fulfill a request, and g be the total cost required for traveling path . Using the definition and notation of [7] , consists of a sequence of optical channels e I Y e P Y F F F Y e l , where e i carries wavelength ! p i , I p i k. All channels e I Y e P Y F F F Y e l are chained together such that the tail of e iI , te iI , coincides with the head of e i , he i , for all I i`l. The following cost structure for g was defined in [7] and used in a number of papers such as [20] , [21] , [34] .
Due to the speed limitation of wavelength buffering, currently in electronic form, the signal queuing at output port described before may require a considerable amount of time, making the queuing delay a nonnegligible factor contributing to the total cost for transmission. We denote the queuing delay for transmitting any incoming signal using wavelength ! on edge e by d ! e, which is proportional to the number of signals in the queue that buffers this signal, that is, the queue length. All signals in the same queue shall follow the same queuing delay because signals are transmitted in packet-switching along the optical channel of wavelength ! on edge e. For the semilightpath defined above, we have hence modified the above cost structure for g as follows:
In the case of multicast, we want to transport data from so u rc e n o de s t o a s e t o f d e st i n a t i on no d e s h ft I Y t P Y F F F Y t g g. Multicast can be performed by first constructing a multicast tree w that is rooted at s and connects all nodes in h, and then traveling all tree edges. Assume that fe I Y e P Y F F F Y e jw j g is the sequence of edges obtained by left-first traversal (left-visit-right) on w that enumerates semilightpaths in w , and v is the set of leaf nodes in w . The cost for traversing w is:
In the above setting, q Y iY À, modeling our WDM network carries three different types of weight (cost) which need to be combined dynamically during the course of any dedicated routing. This makes derivation of efficient routing algorithms directly on q difficult and infeasible. Hence, it becomes necessary to devise effective ways to transform graph q into another graph to support routing. In the case of only considering edge weight and conversion cost, there are different ways to transform graph q, for example those in [7] , [20] , [21] . But most of them are unnecessarily complicated, and hence, not suitable for direct use for our general optical model. We propose the following simple method to transform q.
Let IXXke represent the queue I/O delays (time) required for queuing all incoming signals on link e, where ie is the queue I/O delay for incoming signals using output wavelength ! i on e, which is mainly defined by the speed of the underlying buffer of the queue. Here we consider the general case that different incoming wavelengths may have different queuing delays subject to the length of the queue and speed of the buffer for each wavelength.
We transform q Y iY À into an auxiliary graph q w w Y i w as follows. We call all original nodes in node, all auxiliary nodes in q w vertex, optical channels on all links in i and auxiliary edges in q w edge. q w is a directed and weighted graph with both fixed edge weights and dynamically changing edge weights with initial value zero.
For each v P , construct a bipartite graph
q v e v f v Y i v , where vertex sets e v and f v represent the input wavelengths and output wavelengths at v P , and i v represents all possible wavelength conversions at vÐ P e v Y P f v P i v iff wavelength can be converted to wavelength at
Assign zero weight to each of these new edges. Vertices in f v are connected to the appropriate nodes in by edges transformed from links in i described in the following step. 2. Replace each e P i with jÀ e j k parallel edges (channels), i e . For each e H P i e carrying wavelength ! i , assign edge weight weY ! i to it. These edges connect vertices in f v to the corresponding vertices in e v H of v's neighbor(s) v H . 3. Assign an edge weight d ! i e H , initially zero, to edge e H (representing outgoing wavelength ! i ) in i e , indicating the queuing delay for sending messages from he H P f v to te H P e H v using wavelength ! i . This edge weight is dynamically changingÐit is increased by a queuing delay ie when an incoming signal arrives at the queue for this wavelength. Since je v j jf v j k, ji v j k P and ji e j k, we can easily obtain the following equations:
An example of q w is given in Fig. 2 . Because for each v P all edges in i H v have been assigned a zero weight, the relative distance between any pair of vertices in q remains unchanged in q w . The relativity shall depend on the setting of edge weights in q w , which increases proportionally as the the number of incoming signals to the same queue increases. Therefore, routing between any pair of vertices in q corresponds to routing between them in q w . In other words, q w and q are equivalent for all routing problems. In the following sections, all our WDM networks will be modeled by q w . Whenever appropriate, we use weight and cost interchangeably.
For general q w , which is a directed graph, we define the (edge) connectivity of q w to be the minimal number of edgedisjoint directed paths from any node to any other node in q w . We equivalently say that q w is t-edge connected if q w has a connectivity of t.
ROUTING IN RELIABLE NETWORKS
In this section, we study routing in a reliable WDM network. We present a set of efficient algorithms for point-to-point requests, multicast, and multiple multicast, respectively, on the proposed cost model of equations.
Multiple Point-to-Point Routing
Point-to-point routing is the most fundamental routing problem. A general form of point-to-point routing is routing for multiple requests: given r requests
we are required to establish a communication path from s i to t i for each request s i Y t i , where I i r and r is smaller than the connectivity of q w . We call this problem multiple pointto-point routing. Being able to route for multiple requests is an essential ability of a communication network.
Let i be the shortest path for request s i Y t i in q w without considering the queuing delay caused by the existence of j , I i T j r. When queuing delay is taken into account, an optimal solution producing minimum total cost of all the paths needs to compute the alternative shortest paths of I Y P Y F F F Y r in q w without passing through any edge in i i I i i P F F F i i q for all different combinations of I i I T i P T F F F T i q r and P q r, and then take those to replace their corresponding 's if such replacement results in the minimum total cost of all the r paths. Clearly, the total number of all these alternative paths is prohibitively large for large r, so it is unrealistic to expect an optimal solution.
We use a greedy approach to design our algorithm that employs a modified shortest-path algorithm to construct paths one by one in their length increasing order, where the length of a path is the number of edges on the path. During each step of including an edge to a path, the weight of the edge is increased by an appropriate additive factor of to reflect the increment of queuing delay for all signals in the same queue when being transmitted.
Let the index of the ith path in length increasing order be % i . For any edge e on path under construction in q w , we call the probability of e falling on an occupied edge by other paths the edge overlapping probability of e. We define the path overlapping probability of to be the average edge overlapping that equals the summed edge overlapping of all edges on divided by the length of . Path overlapping probability shows how likely edges on the path are to fall on occupied edges in q w , and consequently gives an indication on the quality of the path that is the ratio of its total cost versus its optimal cost. We shall show that the path overlapping probability of i Y P Y F F F Y r is minimized if we establish pat hs in the o rder of % I Y % P Y F F F Y % r , and hence, the proposed heuristic is optimal in this regard in the expected case when every edge in q w has an equal probability of being used by all shortest paths.
Once all paths are established, signals are sent along the paths using packet switching, observing the delays calculated in path establishment. Our modified shortest path algorithm for path establishment takes into consideration dynamic edge weights for edges on the path under construction and uses source routing in which path establishment is initiated by the source node and path is extended step-by-step from one node to the next toward the destination. Source routing can be viewed as a limited version of centralized routing without global central control. Our multiple point-to-point routing algorithm has the following structure:
Algorithm A.1 {*Construct a shortest path for each request s i Y t i , I i r.*} for i X I to r do Use Dijkstra's algorithm to compute the length v i of the shortest path from s i to t i ; Insert v i into the sorted list of increasing order
Find the shortest path from s % i to t % i using source routing, where for any edge (channel) e using wavelength ! j the distance from he to te is weY ! j he ! H j Y ! j d !j e; {*! H j is the wavelength on the preceding edge of the path from which ! j is converted.*} Add je to d ! j e for each e of wavelength ! j on the path constructed; {*Increase the queuing delay of all signals in the same queue by a pre-specified I/O cost, where all queuing delays are initialized to 0.*} Lemma 1. When %I Y %P Y F F F Y %r are constructed one-byone in this order, the path overlapping probability of % i at which %i passes through any edge of %I Y %P Y F F F Y %iÀI is minimized if v % j v % i in the expected case when each edge in q w has an equal probability to be used by all paths.
Proof. If i is constructed after j , the path overlapping probability of i that passes through edges of j is v j jiw j . Assume that swapping the order of i and x for any x`i, that is, constructing paths one-by-one in the order of
, will result in the minimal path overlapping probability for these paths. Since v j jiw j vi jiw j for any v j v i , swapping back i and x will have a smaller path overlapping probability for each of the paths % xI Y F F F Y % i . Therefore, the assumption is false, and the minimal path overlapping probability must result in the order stated in the lemma. t u
From the above lemma, it is clear that the heuristic used in Algorithm A.1 is optimal with respect to the path overlapping probability for all paths, which determines the quality of the paths, in the expected case when each edge in q w has a equal probability to be used by all paths.
In Algorithm A.1, the shortest path from s % i to t % i , when all paths from s % j to t % j have been established for all j`i, is constructed using a modified Dijkstra's algorithm [9] with the change in distance formula including dynamic edge weight, as previously stated. At the first step of routing, source (s %i ) will pick up a channel (wavelength) to send the signal, so there is only channel cost at the source node, no wavelength conversion. Wavelength conversion may occur in all subsequent steps. Using adjacent list to represent q w , Dijkstra's algorithms can be implemented in yji w j j w j log j w j time. By (4) and (5), we have the following theorem: Theorem 1. The problem of multiple point-to-point routing for r requests in a WDM network of n nodes and m links with k available wavelengths can be solved in yrkkn m n logkn time.
Multicast
Multicast requires transporting information from source s to a set of destinations h ft I Y t P Y Á Á Á Y t g g. Multicast can be realized by first constructing a multicast tree w rooted at s, including all nodes ft I Y t P Y Á Á Á Y t g g in q, and then transmitting information from the root to all destinations along the tree edges using appropriate wavelengths. We are interested in finding an optimal w in which the total cost for multicast is minimum. Putting the dynamic edge weight aside, when q is transformed into q w , it is clear that finding an optimal w is equivalent to finding a minimum directed Steiner tree in q w which is unfortunately NPcomplete. Our generalized cost in (3) requires considering both static and dynamic edge weights in calculating the cost, which is even harder than the minimum directed Steiner tree problem on q w . We therefore have to turn to approximate solutions that produce an w , whose cost is close to that of an optimal w . We use an approach based on that of [16] to construct a minimum spanning tree (MST) rooted at s on an induced graph sfsg h of q w to approximate the Steiner tree in q w , where sfsg h is a complete graph on vertex set fsg h with the distance (length of shortest path) being the edge weight between any pair of vertices. Note that the algorithm of [16] works only for undirected graphs, and may not work for general directed graphs, as sfsg h may not exist for general directed graphs. However, due to the special properties of q w , we can make this approach also work for our case. Since our graph q w is a special directed graph in which there is a path between any pair of nodes v i Y v j P (not those in e v and f v ), the induced graph sfsg h exists and is a completely directed graph. We can therefore apply the approach of [16] for approximate multicast in our case as follows.
We construct sfsg h that is a completely directed graph with vertex set fsg h and edge weight distuY v in q w for all uY v P fsg h. After we have constructed sfsg h, we find the directed MST rooted at s instead of the undirected w in the undirected case [16] .
P yg P time, because each step needs to consider at most g neighbors.
Lemma 2. The MST constructed by the above method is the minimum cost directed spanning tree that connects s to every other node in sfsg h.
Proof. Assume that the MST constructed is not the minimum cost directed spanning tree rooted at s. Then there must exist at least one nontree edge e Ã P isfsg h À w whose replacement to a tree edge e P iw will result in another directed spanning tree rooted at s, w Ã , that has a smaller cost than w . Since w Ã and w both connect s to every other node in sfsg h, e Ã and e must point to the same node v. When the above method extends MST to include v, it would thus have chosen e Ã instead of e to connect MST to v, since we Ã `we. This contradicts the fact that e P iw and e Ã P isfsg h À w . Therefore, the assumption is false and hence, the lemma is true.
t u
With the help of the above algorithm, we can now present our algorithm for multicast in the WDM network. Let distuY v be the shortest distance from u to v in q w that is the summed edge weight on the shortest path from u to v. We also keep the shortest path corresponding to distuY v in uY v accordingly. The induced graph sfsg h is a complete graph on g I nodes fsg h with cost distuY v associated with edge uY v. The algorithm works as follows:
Algorithm B.1 { * M u l t i c a s t r o u t i n g f o r w sY h, where h
Compute the shortest path from u to v, u 3 v, and distuY v in q w using modified Dijkstra's algorithm to include dynamic edge weight updating as used for point-to-point source routing;
For each e P u 3 v add jte to d !j e if e uses wavelength ! j ;
2. Construct sfsg h; 3. Compute the w s rooted at s in sfsg h using the algorithm described before; 4. Replace each edge in w s with the corresponding path in q w , that is, distuY v with u 3 v, and break all cycles at their maximum weighted edges (removal) so that the resulting subgraph is a Steiner tree ; 5. For each edge e of wavelength ! j in , add je to d !j e. {*Increase the queuing delay of all signals in the same queue by a pre-specified I/O cost.*} For completely directed graph q s sfsg h, let be the Steiner tree constructed in q w , w be the minimum spanning trees constructed by Algorithm B.1, both rooted at s. We have the following lemma showing their approximation ratio.
Lemma 3. Approximating on g destination nodes by w using Algorithm B.1 has the following approximation ratio in the expected case when all edge weights in q w are randomly and independently chosen from a fixed range. That is,
Proof. Using a similar proof method as [16] for undirected case, we construct a cycle g that starts from and ends at s and visits all nodes in h once in the order as they are visited in the Steiner tree , but goes from one to the next on the shortest path between them in q w , as shown in Fig. 3 . When we embed g in sfsg h, clearly g ªtraversesº each edge of twice, where the traversal of opposite direction to the edge direction is achieved along a shortest path in q w that connects the tail to the head of the edge. Hence, g corresponds to two trees, itself and an ªinvertedº , H , that replaces each edge uY v of with an opposite direction shortest path from v to u, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Cutting off the most costly edge in g makes g become a spanning tree in sfsg h. Let gost and gost H be their accumulated edge weights. Since the most costly edge in g carries at least weight I gI gostg,
Since and H are directed, depending on the total edge weight difference of and H , gost and gost H may differ within range ÀÁY Á, where Á is the total weight of the longest path in q w . As all edge weights are randomly and independently chosen from a fixed range, values of the above difference are uniformly distributed over the range ÀÁY Á. Thus, the expected value of the difference of gost and gost H is 0. That is, in the expected case gost gost H and hence, gostg Pgost . Removing the most costly edge from g results in a spanning tree whose total cost is at least as that of the w . Therefore, (6) holds in the expected case when all edge weights in q w are randomly and independently chosen from a fixed range.
From Lemma 3, we know that the cost of w s obtained in Algorithm B.1 is no more than that of P À P gI times of that of the desired Steiner tree in the expected case. That is, this w s is P À P g -OPT (within factor P À P g of the optimal cost).
Since j w j Pkn and ji w j k P n km by (4) and (5), Step 1 of the algorithm requires yg P k P n g P km g P kn logkn time. Steps 2 and 3 can be done in yg P time.
Step 4 requires ygkn time. Therefore, we have the following theorem: Theorem 2. A P À P g -OPT approximate multicast tree for multicast of group size g in a WDM network of n nodes and m links can be computed in yg P kkn m n logkn time in the expected case, where k is the number of available wavelengths in the network.
Note that after
Step 4 replacement of each distuY v with its corresponding path u 3 v, w s may contain j w j nodes, because all these shortest paths may span over the entire q w .
Multiple Multicast
When several groups of multicast wish to take place concurrently, a more general communication pattern multiple multicast is formed. Given r groups of multicast w i s i Y h i , where s i is a source and h i ft I i Y F F F Y t gi i g are the destinations, I i r and r is smaller than the connectivity of q w , assume that w i alone (without considering the existence of other groups) can be realized by a multicast tree w i . Let multicast forest wp w i . It is clear that several edges of different w i in wp may fall onto the same edge of q w and hence, attempt to use the same wavelength at the same node in the network. This will possibly cause contention on a particular wavelength when these requests arrive simultaneously at a node. Fig. 4 shows an example of wavelength contention caused by three multicast trees.
As our WDM network model does not allow multiple requests using the same wavelength on the same physical link due to the current technology restriction, an important task in implementing multiple multicast is to construct a minimum cost wp , which is wavelength contention-free.
To achieve this, we take a greedy approach to find an approximate optimal multicast tree for each multicast w i one-by-one employing Algorithm B.1, where all edges of w i are marked with an infinitely large weight as soon as w i is constructed, and before constructing the next tree so as to ensure that these edges will not be chosen again by the later trees and hence, no wavelength contention can possibly occur. Note that there can be r3 ways of ordering all w i 's, each possibly resulting in different total cost for the final wp . We take the heuristic of ordering them by size, which is the number of participating nodes in the multicast group, for the reason that the smaller size an w i has, the more flexible alternations it can undergo. Our algorithm for multiple multicast is described as follows:
Construct multicast tree w % i for w i using AlgorithmB.1. For each e P iw i mark we with weight I.
The correctness of the algorithm is seen clearly from the greedy approach. The time complexity of the algorithm is yr log r r iI t wi , where t wi is the time complexity required for constructing the multicast tree for w i . With our result for multicast in the previous section, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3. The problem of multiple multicast for r groups of sizes g I Y g P Y F F F Y g r , respectively, in a WDM network can be solved in y r iI g P i kkn m n logkn time, where n, m, and k are the number of nodes, links, and available wavelengths in the network, respectively.
The probability of edges of w % j falling to those of w % i is the probability of wavelength contention and hence, queuing delay increase caused by w %i and w %j both wanting to access the wavelength represented by this edge (channel). As proved in Lemma 3.1, in the expected case when all edges in q w have an equal probability to be used by all multicast trees, our heuristic is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the average probability of edges of w %j falling to those of w %i for j b i. Therefore, Algorithm C.1 has the same approximation ratio as Algorithm B.1 in the above expected case.
ROUTING IN UNRELIABLE NETWORKS
In this section, we consider the routing problem in an unreliable WDM network in which both optical channel (wavelength) and wavelength conversion faults may occur. The optical channel fault occurs in the cases such as the designated wavelength on the channel is accidentally lost, distorted, and insufficiently amplified. The wavelength conversion fault occurs when the corresponding wavelength conversion within a node cannot be completed correctly due to hardware fault in the receiver or switch. We call the faulty hardware blocking a single wavelength conversion a faulty gate. From our optical model described in Section 2, we know that a channel of any link and a wavelength conversion in the WDM network q corresponds to an edge in q w respectively. By transforming q into q w , we have effectively converted the channel faults and wavelength conversion faults in the WDM network into only edge faults in q w . We give in this section a set of efficient algorithms for point-to-point requests, multicast and multiple multicast on our cost model of Equations 2-3 in an unreliable WDM network. We assume that q w in this section is f I-edge connected, so that any f faulty edges of the same direction at one node will not disconnect q w .
Point-to-Point Routing
We consider routing in an unreliable WDM network with f edge faults in q w . Let p fe
f g be the set of edges that are faulty. The whole process of routing consists of the following consecutive three stages: 1. finding path; 2. establishing the found path; and 3. transmitting message along the the established path. p can be known locally at each associated node in q w at different stages of routing, requiring different strategies for fault-tolerance. Note that we do not require global state consensus. We consider three cases respectively:
1. p is known before routing stage; 2. p is known after finding path, but before establishing the found path;
3. p is known after establishing the found path, but before transmitting message along the established path. For Case 1, since p is known before path finding, simply assigning infinitely large weight to each faulty channel will convert the unreliable network to reliable network and hence, algorithms described in the previous section will apply.
For Case 2, which is more realistic and general and hence, of our interest, we establish multiple paths for each edge in q w such that for any portion of p falling to a path, we are able to choose an available alternative path from them to skip the faculty edges. This approach is better and more practical than the two straightforward solutions. The first finds f I edge-disjoint shortest paths from s i to t i for each i. This, however, can generate paths of unpredictable large weight. The second computes and stores the shortest path from s i to t i for each of the cases when taking f edges out from the s i Àt i shortest path computed by Algorithm A.1, in order to achieve a minimum cost. This will, however, require clearly exponential time, since the number of such cases is exponential to f.
For Case 3, different strategies can be applied to obtain a solution. One method is that routing for each request is realized by implementing a reliable communication protocol that requires the receiver to acknowledge receipt of message to the sender for each step of routing. This requires considerable overhead, but guarantees reliability. Another method requiring less overhead is to construct two or more edge-disjoint paths for each request and send message along these paths independently. This method is more efficient but does not guarantee reliability. Message is sent along the shortest path established by Algorithm A.1. At any step if a sender u doesn't receive an acknowledgment from a receiver v, it should assume that there is an edge fault on the path from u to v, and as a result an alternative path from u to v is sought and message is sent along that path.
Our purpose here is to present a simple and efficient solution with the above approach for fault-tolerant routing in Case 2. Given r requests fs I Y t I Y s P Y t P Y F F F Y s r Y t r g, for each request s i Y t i we are required to establish a robust communication path from s i to t i that can tolerate any (up to) f edge faults in each of the above two cases. Note that since our routing involves circuit switching, a physical path from source to destination must be established before the message transmission takes place. We propose the following approach. . Assume that the size of p , f, is known before routing stage (but not the content of p ). We compute f alternative paths across two endpoints after removal of each e P i w , that are edge-disjoint shortest paths in length increasing (non-decreasing) order and have the same orientation as edge e. This is done as preprocessing only once without knowing p . During the course of establishment of paths for the routing requests when p is known before routing stage, we then chain several such paths together to skip all faulty edges in p if they are encountered. The edge-disjointness of the f redundant paths for each edge on i guarantees that an alternative path can always be found in routing stage in the presence of any f faulty edges.
We assume that both preprocessing (Algorithm A.2) and path establishment (Algorithm A.3) are executed in the way of source routing, where A.2 finds alternative routes from he to te when e is removed, and A.3 establishes physical paths to skip all faulty edges on each path found by Algorithm A.1 in the previous section.
Algorithm A.2 {*Construct alternative paths for every edge e P i w X Ã g for every edge e P i w do Find f shortest paths connecting he to te in i w À feg that are edge-disjoint with each other; Store these paths in e according to length increasing order in eIY f.
When all redundant paths are computed by Algorithm A.2, path establishment from s i to t i along each path found by B.1 in the presence of p fe
f g is carried out as follows: For any path fe I Y e P Y F F F Y e p g, let t te I and h he p . We say that node u precedes node v in , denoted by u 0 v, if there exist e i and e j in , i j, such that te i u and he j v. That is, node u precedes node v in if u appears before v on path . We use te i Y he j to denote the segment path fe i Y e iI Y F F F Y e j g in , and k to denote the update to path with such that k contains the shortest path from t to h . Below is the algorithm: Algorithm A.3 {*Establish a physical fault-free path for every request s i Y t i along the already found path i fe 
{*Include the last segment of i that connects h i to he pi i t i X Ã g Add kte to d !k e for each e T P i using wavelength ! k . {*Increase the queuing delay for each replacement edge.*} Note that since we do not know which replacement path will be used for each edge in i , we do not assign any queuing delay for edges on replacement paths when we construct the redundant paths in Algorithm A.2. Instead, we assign each such edge a queuing delay when the replacement path is physically included in the path for routing message in Algorithm A.3. This is different from the queuing delay calculation for the edges in i in A.1, for which we know beforehand that all edges on i will be used for the ith request routing. Proof. We show that Algorithm A.3 always finds a path for request s i Y t i for any set p of f faulty edges. This can be seen from the fact that for any e j i P i there are f edgedisjoint paths in e j i and therefore at least one of them contains no faulty edges for any set of f faulty edges. Without loss of generality, we assume that p
g and e j r j is the path in e j i that contains no faulty edges for I j f H i . Thus, chaining all these paths together with the last segment of i that c o n n e c t s he j r f H i t o t i , t h a t i s , j e j r j i he j r f H i Y t i , constitutes a path from s i to t i . t u
Next we show the quality of the path found by Algorithm A.3.
Lemma 5. If p & , Algorithm A.3 finds a path connecting the first node to the last node of path whose length is no more than f times of the optimal (shortest) one.
Proof. Let fe I Y e P Y F F F Y e p g, p b f. Assume that the optimal path connecting te I to he jf that skip all edges in p & has a length increase Á p over . Suppose that for each edge e j , I j p, the alternative path that skips e j computed in Algorithm A.2 has a length increase Á IYj . Clearly Á IYj Á p for all j, since the former has more candidate edges than the latter for the alternative path. In the case when all f edges in p fe jI Y e jP Y F F F Y e j f g are simultaneously faulty, Algorithm 3 simply chains the alternative path (segment) skipping e j I with that skipping e j P , Á Á Á , and with that skipping e j f one-by-one. Thus, it introduces a total length increase f qI Á IYjq . Since f qI Á IYjq fÁ p , each path found by Algorithm A.3 is at most f times worse than the optimal one. t u
In the general case p T , the quality of the paths found by Algorithm A.3 does not follow the above f-factor approximation. In fact, in order to achieve f-approximation, an algorithm needs to compute alternative paths that skip every edge on the previously computed alternative path recursively. This will clearly require exponential time.
Using Dijkstra's algorithm to find a shortest path in q w in t yji w j j w j log j w j time, we can complete Algorithm A.2 in time fji w jt yfji w jji w j j w j log j w jX For Algorithm A.3, we use a bit-vector f to represent all edges in p Ðfi I if e i P p and fi H otherwise, and record at each node its rank in path i at the same time when i is constructed in A.2. With this, we can check e j i P p h i 0 he j i in yI time and e j i r p T Y in yji w ja log ji w j time. Consequently, we can complete A l g o r i t h m A . 3 i n y r iI p i fji w ja log ji w j yfrj w jji w ja log ji w j time. By equations 4 and 5 we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4. When f redundant paths are precomputed for each edge in q w , the problem of multiple point-to-point routing for r requests in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty optical channels and wavelength conversion gates can be solved in yfrk P nkn ma logkn time, where n, m, and k are the number of nodes, links, and available wavelengths in the network, respectively.
Clearly, if multiple point-to-point routing in a reliable WDM network requires time t w (Algorithm A.1), the same problem in an unreliable WDM network with f faulty edges can be solved in yfkna logknt w time. Precomputing all redundant paths by Algorithm A.2, executed only once, requires yk P fkn mkn m n logkn time. All redundant paths are stored permanently for use by different routing requests.
Multicast
Now we consider the problem of multicast in an unreliable WDM network modeled by q w . For multicast w sY h that transports information from source node s to all destination nodes in set h ft I Y t P Y Á Á Á Y t g g, we know that in a robust q w , w can be accomplished through sending message along the tree edges of a multicast tree w rooted at s. From Section 3.2, we also know that there is an w that can be constructed efficiently whose cost is within an approximation ratio of less than 2 to that of the optimal Steiner tree in the expected case. Our task in this section is to construct a communication structure for w that can tolerate any f edge faults in an unreliable q w .
Let p fe
f g be the set of faulty edges in q w which are known after routing stage 1 and before routing stage 2. For other cases, solutions are the same as given in the previous section. The basic idea to achieve fault-tolerant multicast is to enhance every edge in multicast tree w with multiple alternative paths such that w is always connected via at least one of these paths in the case that all edges in p are broken for any p . To achieve this, a trivial solution is to compute f I edge-disjoint minimum spanning trees of q w . Another straightforward approach is to establish k edge-disjoint alternative paths for each edge in w that connect the two endpoints of the edge such that the two endpoints are always connected via one of these paths in case of k faulty edges. These two approaches, although both feasible, do not provide a low cost to the modified w . In order to maintain the cost of w as small as possible, a better approach is to reconnect the two connected components, not necessarily the two endpoints of the faulty edge, when an edge in w is faulty. For a faulty edge e uY v, let w u and w v be two connected components (trees) after removal of e, where w u and w v contain endpoints u and v, respectively. Our approach first calls Algorithm A.2 to enhance each edge in q w with f replacement paths (redundant edges), so that an w constructed in q w can tolerate any p edge faults. As in A.2, this is done only once as a preprocessing procedure. We then find a shortest replacement path connecting node u and any node in w v for any faulty e uY v P iw after w has been found by B.1.
When each edge in q w has been enhanced with f alternative paths by Algorithm A.2, after the multicast tree w has been found by Algorithm B.1 for multicast request w, path establishment on w in the presence of any up to f faulty edges p fe
f g is carried out as follows: Let fe I Y e P Y F F F Y e jiw j g be level-by-level ordered edges of w . The multicast proceeds by sending message originated at root s along edges e i for i I to jiw j in w . If edge e is faulty, then an alternative path of the shortest length that does not contain any faulty edge is chosen from e to deliver the message. To support faulty edge detection, each path in e uses a bit-vector of ji w j bits to store the presence of each edge of q w in the pathÐª0º for nonpresence and ª1º for presence. To facilitate alternative path selection, all paths in e are stored in the order of their increasing lengths. We use an array of f Â ji w j bits for e and let p store the global indices of all faulty edges, that is, faulty edge eÃ i e p i for I i f. Thus, we have immediately the following multicast path establishment algorithm, which is called for each multicast request after the multicast tree w has been found by B.1 and executed in the way of source routing. Algorithm B.2 {*Establish physical paths for message multicast from the root in w found by B.1.*} for i I to jiw j do if e i P p then Deduct ke i from d ! k e i if e i uses wavelength ! k ; {*Reduce its queue length by 1 to reflect release of channel e i .*} j X I;~lt X p evi; while j f lt i do q X I;~lt X i; while q f lt i do if e i jp q I then lt X p evi; q X q I; j X j I; {*Choose a shortest path in e that contains no faulty edges.*} if the above replacement path contains a node u H P w u then
Delete the edge pointing to u H in w u ; {*Eliminate`loop' while maintaining the path connecting from u to w v .*} w w k ej: Add kte H to d ! k e H for each e H P ej using wavelength ! k . {*Update w and the edge weight for each edge on the new path.*} Note that`loop' in the above means more than one incoming edges to a tree node. It is not a loop in the directed sense.
Lemma 6. Algorithm B.2 correctly implements multicast w in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty edges in q w .
Proof. The correctness of the lemma can be seen easily from the fact that for each e P iw in q w that models the WDM network, there are f edge-disjoint paths in e constructed by Algorithm A.2, and therefore, at least one of these paths will pass messages through for any set of f faulty edges. t u
We know that Algorithm A.2 can be completed in time yfji w jji w j j w j log j w j, which is the preprocessing time. Using Algorithm B.1 to construct w in time t w and Dijkstra's algorithm to find a shortest path, Algorithm B.2 requires yji w jf P j w j log j w j time. With j w j Pkn and ji w j k P n km, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5. The problem of multicast of group size g in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty optical channels and wavelength conversion gates can be solved in ykf P kn m kn logkn time, with preprocessing support of yk P fkn mkn m n logkn time, where n, m, and k are the number of nodes, links, and available wavelengths in the network, respectively.
The preprocessing here is the same as for multiple pointto-point routing implemented by Algorithm A.2, and runs only once for all routing requests. Let multicast in a reliable WDM network require time t wg (Algorithm B.1). From the above discussion, it is clear that multicast in an unreliable WDM network with f faulty edges requires yf P ag P t wg time.
Multiple Multicast
We now consider the general group communication pattern of multiple multicast. Let w I Y w P Y F F F , w r be r groups of multicast, and w i s i Y h i , I i r, where s i is a source and h i ft
i g are the destinations, q w must be at least f r I-edge connected. In an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty edges in q w that are known after routing stage 1 and before routing stage 2, w i alone can be realized by a multicast tree w i constructed by Algorithm B.2. As we stated in Section 2.3, since all w i 's are constructed concurrently and independently, edges of different w i in wp w i may fall onto the same edge of q w , and hence, possibly cause wavelength contention on the same optical link of the network. Thus, our task here is to construct all w i 's in such a way that results in a minimal wavelength contention for all the trees in wp . We use the same greedy approach as in Section 2.3 to achieve the above: construct an edge-enhanced q w for faulttolerance by Algorithm A.2 as preprocessing; then, after approximate multicast tree w i for each multicast w i has been found by Algorithm C.1, establish physical paths in each w i one-by-one in size, increasing order in the presence of any p applying Algorithm B.2, where edges of all physical paths in w i are marked with an infinitely large weight as soon as they are established before establishing paths for the next tree. This will ensure that once physical paths in w i are established, they will not be chosen again by paths in w i for all j b i, and hence, no wavelength contention can occur on any link. Our algorithm for multiple multicast in an unreliable WDM network is described as follows:
Algorithm C.2 {*Establish physical paths for multicast trees w % I Y w % P Y F F F Y w % r sorted in size increasing order found by C.1 in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faulty edges.*} for i I to r do Call Algorithm B.2 to establish a set of physical routes w % i for w % i that skips all faulty edges in w % i ; For each e P w % i À w % i mark we with weight I.
The correctness of the above algorithm is obvious. The time complexity of the algorithm can be directly obtained from that of algorithms A.2 and B.2. This results in the following theorem:
Theorem 6. The problem of multiple multicast of r groups of maximum size g in an unreliable WDM network with up to f faculty optical channels and wavelength conversion gates can be solved in yrkf P kn m n logkn time under the same preprocessing as for multiple point-to-point and multicast routing, where n, m, and k are the number of nodes, links, and available wavelengths in the network, respectively.
Let the time for multiple multicast routing in a reliable WDM network be t wwg (Algorithm C.1). It is clear that multiple multicast in an unreliable WDM network with f faulty edges would require yf P a r iI g P i t wwg time.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed a set of efficient algorithms for faulttolerant routing in WDM networks on a new model of routing cost. Our new cost model considers not only the costs for wavelength access and conversion as defined in the existing model [7] , [20] , but also the cost for queuing signals of the same output wavelength at the same node, which is an analogy of link multiplexing cost in traditional electronic networks that require link sharing. The communication patterns covered in our algorithms include three general types governing almost all current communication patterns: multiple point-to-point routing, multicast, and multiple-multicast. For each of these communication patterns, our algorithms on the new cost model are more complex than those on the existing ones because of the requirement of considering the queuing delay. For finding good routing solutions, we introduced an auxiliary graph which can be used to minimize the total cost by considering three different costs simultaneously. Based on such an auxiliary graph, we obtained fault-tolerant communication algorithms by first developing a set of algorithms for the above communication patterns in a reliable WDM network on the new cost model, and then enhancing the physical routes constructed by these algorithms accordingly, such that routing among the enhanced routes can tolerate any f faulty optical channels and wavelength conversion gates in the network. For each of the communication patterns, our algorithms run efficiently in time polynomial to the network size and the number of wavelengths. The algorithms for multiple point-to-point routing is optimal in the regard of minimizing path overlapping probability in the expected case. The algorithms for multicast and multiple multicast in reliable WDM network produce suboptimal outcome with an approximate ratio less than two in the expected case. It easily can be seen that all our algorithms are deadlock-free. In the optical model used in this paper, we assumed that there is exactly one receiver at the input port for each available input wavelength, and one transmitter at the output port for each available output wavelength. Our approach can be extended to handle the case when there are more or fewer receivers/transmitters than the number of available wavelengths at each node by simply using more or less queues (buffers), and modifying the switching structure in Fig. 1 . This will result in a modified auxiliary graph reflecting the above changes, making our proposed algorithms still applicable with minor changes.
In our routing algorithms, the existence of multiple routes for multiple point-to-point and multiple multicast problems is guaranteed by sufficient network connectivity. In case the connectivity is relatively small, it is not always possible to succeed in finding all routes. In such a case, some routing requests may be rejected, which is common in circuit-switched networks. Hence, routing with QoS according to the priority of request will be imposed for this case. Moreover, QoS routing on multiple resource constraints, such as priority, bandwidth and timing, will also become necessary in order to make WDM networks suitable for applications of real-time traffic with QoS, such as VoD. We believe that the work presented in this paper also provides a framework for development of new models and algorithms for QoS routing in future WDM networks. This shall remain as a focus of our future research.
